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S U M M A R Y
We present two independent, automated methods for estimating the absolute horizontal misori-
entation of seismic sensors. We apply both methods to 44 free-fall ocean-bottom seismometers
(OBSs) of the RHUM-RUM experiment (http://www.rhum-rum.net/). The techniques measure
the 3-D directions of particle motion of (1) P-waves and (2) Rayleigh waves of earthquake
recordings. For P-waves, we used a principal component analysis to determine the directions of
particle motions (polarizations) in multiple frequency passbands. We correct for polarization
deviations due to seismic anisotropy and dipping discontinuities using a simple fit equation,
which yields significantly more accurate OBS orientations. For Rayleigh waves, we evaluated
the degree of elliptical polarization in the vertical plane in the time and frequency domain.
The results obtained for the RHUM-RUM OBS stations differed, on average, by 3.1◦ and 3.7◦

between the methods, using circular mean and median statistics, which is within the methods’
estimate uncertainties. Using P-waves, we obtained orientation estimates for 31 ocean-bottom
seismometers with an average uncertainty (95 per cent confidence interval) of 11◦ per station.
For 7 of these OBS, data coverage was sufficient to correct polarization measurements for
underlying seismic anisotropy and dipping discontinuities, improving their average orienta-
tion uncertainty from 11◦ to 6◦ per station. Using Rayleigh waves, we obtained misorientation
estimates for 40 OBS, with an average uncertainty of 16◦ per station. The good agreement of
results obtained using the two methods indicates that they should also be useful for detecting
misorientations of terrestrial seismic stations.

Key words: Broad-band seismometers; Body waves; Surface waves and free oscillations;
Seismic anisotropy; Seismic instruments; Indian Ocean.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Ocean-bottom seismometer (OBS) technology has greatly evolved
over the past few decades, opening new pathways to investigating
crustal and mantle structures through passive seismic experiments.
Major improvements have been made in several complementary
directions: (i) power consumption, data storage and battery energy
density, allowing deployments with continuous recordings for more
than one year, (ii) design of levelling and release systems, allowing
high recovery rates (>99 per cent) and good instrument levelling,
and (iii) seismometer design, permitting the reliable deployment of
true broad-band sensors to the ocean floor.

Such advances enable long-term, high-quality seismological ex-
periments in the oceans, but there is still no reliable, affordable sys-
tem to measure horizontal seismometer orientations at the seafloor.

Many seismological methods require accurate sensor orientation,
including receiver function analyses, SKS splitting measurements
and waveform tomography. Accurate orientations are also required
in environmental seismology and bioacoustics, e.g., for tracking
storms, noise sources or whales. Upon deployment, OBSs are gen-
erally released at the sea surface above their targeted landing spots
and sink freely to the seafloor. Soon after a seismometer lands,
its levelling mechanism activates to align the vertical component
with the gravitational field, but the azimuthal orientations of the
two horizontal components remain unknown. The lack of measure-
ment of horizontal sensor orientations necessitates a posteriori es-
timates of orientation directions, which are the focus of the present
study.

Various sensor orientation methods have been published, using
full waveforms, P-waves and Rayleigh waves of natural and artificial
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sources, and ambient seismic noise (e.g., Anderson et al. 1987;
Laske 1995; Schulte-Pelkum et al. 2001; Ekstrom & Busby 2008;
Niu & Li 2011; Grigoli et al. 2012; Stachnik et al. 2012; Zha et al.
2013; Wang et al. 2016), although it is not always clear from the
literature which experiment used which method and what level of
accuracy was obtained. One of the most successful techniques for
OBS involves active sources to generate seismic signals with known
directions (e.g. Anderson et al. 1987) but this requires specific
equipment and ship time, often combined with time-consuming
acoustic triangulation surveys. For the RHUM-RUM deployment,
no such active source survey was available.

Our motivation for developing the two presented algorithms was
to obtain an orientation procedure which: (i) yields absolute sensor
orientations; (ii) works for oceanic and terrestrial sites; (iii) delivers
also robust results for temporary networks; (iv) requires no dedi-
cated equipment or expensive, time-consuming measurements (e.g.
air guns and/or triangulation); (v) is independent of inter-station dis-
tances; (vi) requires no synthetic waveforms or precise event source
parameters; (vii) assesses estimates in the time and frequency do-
main to obtain maximum information; (viii) comes at reasonable
computational cost; and (ix) can potentially quantify the influence
of seismic anisotropy.

We chose to apply two independent orientation methods which
both rely on recordings of teleseismic and regional earthquakes. The
first – hereafter called P-pol – uses particle motion directions (polar-
izations) of P-waves and is derived from principal component anal-
yses of three-component seismograms. Following Schulte-Pelkum
et al. (2001) and Fontaine et al. (2009), these estimates of ground
particle motion are improved by correcting for seismic anisotropy
and dipping discontinuities beneath the stations. We applied this
technique to our data filtered in nine different frequency passbands,
all close to the long-period ocean noise notch, allowing the assess-
ment of measured back-azimuths as a function of frequency. We
complement P-pol measurements with a second method – here-
after called R-pol – based on polarizations of Rayleigh waves. This
method estimates the sensor orientation from the elliptical particle
motion in the vertical plane, measured in the time and frequency
domain (Schimmel & Gallart 2004; Schimmel et al. 2011).

2 E X I S T I N G M E T H O D S F O R
E S T I M AT I N G S E N S O R O R I E N TAT I O N

Active sources (i.e. air guns and explosions) have been successfully
used to retrieve horizontal orientations of ocean-bottom sensors
(e.g. Anderson et al. 1987), but are not available for all OBS de-
ployments. The horizontal orientation of seismometers can also be
accurately determined using full waveforms recorded by closely lo-
cated stations (Grigoli et al. 2012), but the method requires very
similar wavefields recorded by pairs of sensors and a reference
station of known orientation. Such conditions are not applicable to
large-scale OBS deployments such as the RHUM-RUM experiment.

Laske (1995) used a non-linear inversion to quantify azimuthal
misorientations of terrestrial stations by analysing the polarizations
of long-period (≥80 s) surface waves. Stachnik et al. (2012) oriented
OBS stations using Rayleigh waves (period 25–50 s) radiated from
earthquakes (Mw ≥ 6.0), by correlating the Hilbert-transformed
radial component with the vertical seismogram at zero lag-time,
based on the method of Baker & Stevens (2004). Stachnik et al.
(2012) complemented the surface wave analysis with body wave
measurements by performing azimuthal grid searches that min-
imized P-wave amplitudes on transverse components. Rueda &

Mezcua (2015) used the same methods to verify sensor azimuths
for the terrestrial Spanish SBNN array.

Using Rayleigh and Love waves, Ekstrom & Busby (2008) de-
termined sensor orientations by correlating waveforms (period 40–
250 s) with synthetic three-component seismograms for specific
source parameters. Despite their exclusive use of land stations, they
could not establish significant correlations with synthetic wave-
forms for many earthquakes of Mw > 5.5. This severely limits the
application to ocean-bottom deployments, which are affected by
stronger noise and generally deployed for shorter durations than
land stations.

Zha et al. (2013) presented a method based on ambient noise
(period 5–20 s, essentially Rayleigh waves) to orient OBS, by cross-
correlating the Green’s function cross and diagonal terms between
station pairs. The advantage of Rayleigh-wave observations from
ambient noise is that they are much more abundant than those from
earthquakes, under the condition that the spatial footprint of the
OBS array is small enough for Green’s functions to emerge from
ambient noise correlations. This condition was not met for our
deployment, for which most inter-station distances are from 120 to
300 km.

For P-waves, Schulte-Pelkum et al. (2001) analysed the devia-
tions of wave polarizations (period ∼20 s) recorded at terrestrial
stations from their expected great circle paths. They found a quanti-
tative expression relating the observed deviations to sensor misori-
entation, seismic anisotropy and dipping discontinuities beneath the
station. Niu & Li (2011) developed an SNR-weighted-multi-event
approach to minimize the energy on transverse components using
P-waves from earthquakes (Mw ≥ 5.5, period 5–50 s) to retrieve
the horizontal sensor azimuths for the terrestrial Chinese CEAr-
ray. Wang et al. (2016) used a 2-D principal component analysis
to evaluate P-wave particle motions (period 5–50 s) of teleseis-
mic earthquakes (Mw ≥ 5.5) to determine the sensors’ horizontal
misorientations for the terrestrial Chinese NECsaids array. Using
a bootstrap algorithm, they further argued that 10 or more good
P-wave polarization measurements (e.g. highly linearized particle
motions) are required to obtain confident error bars on misorienta-
tion estimates.

3 DATA S E T

Data analysed in this study were recorded by the RHUM-RUM
experiment (Réunion Hotspot and Upper Mantle – Réunions Un-
terer Mantel, www.rhum-rum.net), in which 57 OBSs were de-
ployed over an area of 2000 × 2000 km2 in October 2012 by
the French R/V Marion Dufresne (cruise MD192; Barruol et al.
2012; Barruol 2014) and recovered in late 2013 by the German
R/V Meteor (cruise M101; Sigloch 2013). The 57 OBSs were pro-
vided by three different instrument pools: 44 and 4 LOBSTER-type
instruments from the German DEPAS and GEOMAR pools, re-
spectively, and 9 LCPO2000-BBOBS type instruments from the
French INSU-IPGP pool. The 44 DEPAS and 4 GEOMAR OBS
were equipped with broad-band hydrophones (HighTech Inc. HT-
01 and HT-04-PCA/ULF 100 s) and wideband three-component
seismometers (Guralp 60 s or 120 s sensors) recording at 50 Hz
or 100 Hz, whereas the 9 INSU-IPGP OBS used differential pres-
sure gauges (passband from 0.002 to 30 Hz) and broad-band three-
component seismometers (Nanometrics Trillium 240 s sensors) and
recorded at 62.5 sps. 44 of the stations returned useable seismolog-
ical data (Fig. 1, green stars). A table summarizing the station char-
acteristics is provided in the Supporting Information. Further details

http://www.rhum-rum.net
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Figure 1. Topography/bathymetry (Amante & Eakins 2009) map of the 57 ocean-bottom seismometers (OBSs) (stars) of the RHUM-RUM network, deployed
from October 2012 to December 2013. Fill colour indicates operation status (green = working, red = failed, orange = noisy; Stähler et al. 2016). Outline colour
indicates OBS type (DEPAS LOBSTER = black, GEOMAR LOBSTER = red, INSU LCPO2000 = pink). OBS were deployed in three circles around La
Réunion Island (21.0◦S and 55.5◦E), along the Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR), and the Central Indian Ridge (CIR). At SWIR Segment-8, eight densely spaced
OBSs were deployed to investigate this ultraslow spreading ridge (Scholz 2014; Schlindwein & Schmid 2016). For OBS deployment depths and positions, see
Table S1 in the Supporting Information or Stähler et al. (2016).

concerning the network performance, recording periods, data qual-
ity, noise levels, and instrumental failures are published in Stähler
et al. (2016).

4 M E T H O D O L O G Y

Throughout this paper, the term ‘(horizontal) (mis)orientation’ of a
seismic station refers to the clockwise angle from geographic North
to the station’s BH1 component, with BH1 oriented 90◦ anticlock-
wise to the second horizontal OBS component, BH2 (Fig. 2).

Our two orientation methods are based on the analyses of
the 3-D particle motion of P-waves (P-pol) and Rayleigh waves
(R-pol) of teleseismic and regional earthquakes. Both methods are
independent and can be applied to the same seismic event, such
as shown for the Mw = 7.7 Iran earthquake of 2013 April 16 in
Figs 3 (P-pol) and 4 (R-pol). For each technique, a measurement
on a single seismogram yields the apparent back-azimuth BAZmeas

of the earthquake-station pair, from which we calculated the OBS
orientation (orient) in degrees as

orient = (BAZexpec − BAZmeas + 360◦) mod360◦, (1)

where mod denotes the modulo operator. The expected back-
azimuth BAZexpec is the clockwise angle at the station from geo-
graphic North to the great circle path linking source and receiver
(Fig. 2). The measured, apparent back-azimuth BAZmeas is the clock-
wise angle from the station’s BH1 component to the direction of
maximum particle motion (Fig. 2).

4.1 Polarization of regional and teleseismic
P-waves (P-pol)

In the absence of anisotropy and dipping discontinuities beneath
seismic stations, P-waves are radially polarized and the associated
particle motion is contained along the seismic ray. For geographi-
cally well-oriented seismic stations (BH1 aligned with geographic
North), BAZmeas should therefore coincide with BAZexpec. There is a
180◦ ambiguity in BAZmeas if BAZexpec is unknown (Fig. 2).

Seismic anisotropy, however, affects P-wave polarizations so that
they may deviate from their theoretical back-azimuths. An individ-
ual P-wave polarization measurement therefore potentially contains
the effects of both the station misorientation and the sub-sensor
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Figure 2. Principle of particle motion measurements to obtain horizontal
sensor orientations. For isotropic and homogeneous propagation media, the
particle motion is contained within the radial plane connecting the receiver
and the source. In the horizontal plane, P-wave and Rayleigh wave polariza-
tions thus provide apparent backazimuth estimates (BAZmeas) between the
station’s ‘north’ component (here BH1, in blue) and the great circle event
path (solid black line). Comparing BAZmeas to the expected backazimuth an-
gle BAZexpec, yields the sensor orientation orient (yellow). The thin dashed
line indicates the 180◦ ambiguity to be considered for P-wave polarization
measurements (if BAZexpec is unknown). For Rayleigh waves, retrograde
elliptical motions are assumed, which eliminates any ambiguity.

anisotropy, acquired at crustal or upper mantle levels. P-wave par-
ticle motion does not integrate anisotropy along the entire ray path
but is instead sensitive to anisotropy within the last P wavelength
beneath the receiver (Schulte-Pelkum et al. 2001). The anisotropy-
induced deviation depends on the dominant period used in the anal-
ysis, leading to a possible frequency-dependent deviation of particle
motion from the direction of propagation and offering a method to
potentially constrain the vertical distribution of anisotropy.

Schulte-Pelkum et al. (2001), Fontaine et al. (2009) and Wang
et al. (2016, for synthetic waveforms) showed that sub-sensor
anisotropy generates a 180◦ periodicity in the deviation of particle
motion, whereas upper mantle heterogeneities and dipping inter-
faces generate a 360◦ periodicity. Observations of the periodicity
in the P-pol deviation therefore provide a robust diagnostic of its
origin. The amplitude of anisotropy-induced deviations in P-pol
measurements is up to ±10◦ in an olivine single crystal, as calcu-
lated from the Christoffel equation and olivine single crystal elastic
stiffness parameters (Mainprice 2015). Seismological observations
of P-pol deviations deduced from teleseismic events recorded at the
terrestrial permanent CEA (Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique)
station PPTL on Tahiti (Fontaine et al. 2009) display variations
with a 180◦ periodicity and an amplitude of up to ±7◦, consis-
tent with the trend of the regional upper mantle anisotropy pattern
deduced from SKS splitting (Fontaine et al. 2007; Barruol et al.
2009). In the present study, we searched for a curve δ(θ ) fitting
such deviations (Schulte-Pelkum et al. 2001; Fontaine et al. 2009)

for stations providing eight or more measurements covering at least
three quadrants of back-azimuths

δ(θ ) = BAZexpec − BAZmeas (θ ) = A1 + A2sin (θ )

+A3cos (θ ) + A4sin (2θ ) + A5cos (2θ ) , (2a)

where θ is the expected event back-azimuth in degrees; A1 the station
misorientation; A2 and A3 depend on the lateral heterogeneity –
dipping of the interface but also dipping of the anisotropic axis –
and A4 and A5 are the coefficients of anisotropy under the station,
for the case of a horizontal symmetry axis (Fontaine et al. 2009).
Adding 360◦, taking the modulo 360◦ of eq. (2a) and combining
with eq. (1) leads to an expression for the horizontal OBS orientation
as a function of the expected backazimuth θ .

orient (θ ) = A1 + A2sin (θ ) + A3cos (θ )

+A4sin (2θ ) + A5cos (2θ ) . (2b)

Since the OBSs do not rotate after settling on the seafloor, ori-
entations are constant over time and parameter A1 represents the
misorientation value for the seismometer.

We estimate P-pol using FORTRAN codes (Fontaine et al. 2009)
to analyse the P-wave particle motion in the selected time win-
dow, using principal component analyses (PCAs) of three different
data covariance matrices (2 PCA in 2-D using horizontal com-
ponents, and longitudinal and vertical components, respectively,
and 1 PCA in 3-D using all three seismic components) to re-
trieve the following measures: (1) apparent back-azimuth angle
(BAZmeas) in the horizontal plane derived from the PCA of the three
components; (2) apparent incidence angle (INCapp) derived from
the PCA of the longitudinal and vertical components; (3) error of
the apparent incidence angle ER INCapp = tan−1

√
β2/β1 · 180◦/π ;

(4) signal-to-noise ratio SNR = (ε1 − ε2)/ε2 (De Meersman et al.
2006); (5) degree of rectilinearity of the particle motion in the hori-
zontal plane CpH = 1 − ε2/ε1 and (6) in the radial-vertical plane
CpZ = 1 − β2/β1. CpH and CpZ are equal to 1 for purely linear
polarizations and to 0 for circular polarizations. The eigenvalues
βi (2-D PCA of longitudinal and vertical components) and εi (2-D
PCA of horizontal components) obey β1 ≥ β2 and ε1 ≥ ε2, respec-
tively.

We selected teleseismic earthquakes of Mw ≥ 6.0 and epicen-
tral distances of up to 90◦ from the centre of the RHUM-RUM
network (La Réunion Island, 21.0◦S and 55.5◦E). To increase the
number of measurements at each station, we also considered re-
gional earthquakes with epicentral distances of up to 20◦ with Mw

≥ 5.0. Earthquake locations were taken from the National Earth-
quake Information Center (NEIC).

For each P-pol measurement, we removed means and trends from
displacement data and applied a Hanning taper. Data windows were
then taken from 15 s before to 25 s after the predicted P-wave
arrival times (iasp91 model, Kennett & Engdahl 1991). No data
downsampling was required. To check for any frequency-dependent
results, obtain the highest possible SNR and retrieve the maximum
amount of information from the data set, each measurement was per-
formed in nine different passbands (using a zero-phase, 2-pole But-
terworth filter): 0.03–0.07, 0.03–0.09, 0.03–0.12, 0.03–0.20, 0.05–
0.09, 0.05–0.12, 0.07–0.10, 0.07–0.12 and 0.13–0.20 Hz all close to
the long-period noise notch, a local minimum of noise amplitudes
in the oceans that is observed worldwide (Webb 1998).

P-pol measurements were retained if they met the following
criteria: SNR ≥ 15, CpH ≥ 0.9, CpZ ≥ 0.9, ER_INCapp ≤ 15◦

and ER BAZmeas ≤ 15◦. ER BAZmeas is the error of an individ-
ual back-azimuth estimate (see error Section 4.3.1, eq. 3). For
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Figure 3. Example of an individual P-pol measurement at DEPAS station RR10 for the Mw = 7.7 Iran earthquake of 2013 April 16: (a) raw trace of vertical
wideband seismogram, showing the 40 s P-pol measurement window (grey shaded box); (b) three-component seismograms filtered between 0.07–0.10 Hz (best
filter for this station) with the P-pol measurement time window (shaded grey) and the predicted P-wave onset (dashed line); (c) horizontal particle motion during
the P-pol window, used to estimate event back-azimuth BAZmeas; (d) radial-vertical particle motion, used to estimate the apparent incidence angle INCapp.

final station orientations, we used the passband with the high-
est summed SNR. This procedure ensured that, for a given sta-
tion, all measurements were obtained in the same frequency band
and hence were affected by the same crustal and upper mantle
layer. The individual P-pol measurements were visually checked,
based on waveform appearance and the resulting strength of
polarization.

Fig. 3 shows an example of an individual P-pol measurement of
good quality for DEPAS station RR10, using the Iran Mw = 7.7

earthquake of 2013 April 16. The passband filter 0.07–0.10 Hz de-
livered the highest SNR sum for all retained events for this station,
leading to a measured back-azimuth of BAZmeas = 68.5◦ ± 6.9◦

(Fig. 3c) for the given event. Using eq. (1), we calculate the sta-
tion orientation for this measurement to be orient = 287.1◦ ± 6.9◦.
Error quantifications of individual back-azimuth estimates and of
averaged station orientations are presented in Section 4.3. The ap-
parent incidence angle for this seismogram is INCapp = 38.7◦ ± 6.0◦

(Fig. 3d).
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4.2 Polarization of regional and teleseismic
Rayleigh waves (R-pol)

Rayleigh waves are expected to propagate within the vertical plane
along the great circle path, linking source and receiver. In the ab-
sence of anisotropy and large-scale heterogeneities along the ray-
path, the horizontal polarization of Rayleigh waves (and P-waves) is
parallel to the theoretical, expected back-azimuth. As fundamental
Rayleigh waves propagate with a retrograde particle motion, there
is no 180◦ ambiguity in the measured back-azimuths.

Crustal and upper mantle heterogeneities and anisotropy, how-
ever, influence the ray path geometry and therefore the Rayleigh
wave polarizations recorded at a station. We do not attempt to
estimate azimuthal deviations of R-pol off the great-circle plane
because we have only 13 months of data available from the tem-
porary OBS deployment, and because Rayleigh waves, as op-
posed to P-waves, are affected by seismic anisotropy and ray-
bending effects over their entire path. Instead, we simply aver-
age our measurements over all individual orient estimates for a
given station to determine the sensor’s orientation, as suggested by
Laske (1995).

Although Stachnik et al. (2012) previously used Rayleigh-wave
polarizations to determine back-azimuths, our analysis method is
quite different. We decompose three-component seismograms using
an S-transform to detect polarized signals in the time and frequency
domains. This was done using the software ‘polfre’ (Schimmel &
Gallart 2004; Schimmel et al. 2011). The measurement is multi-
plied by a Gaussian-shaped window whose length is frequency-
dependent in order to consider an equal number of wave cycles in
each frequency band. The semi-major and semi-minor vectors of
the instantaneous ground motion ellipses are then calculated in the
different time-frequency sub-domains, and summed over a second
moving window of sample length wlen to obtain the degree of el-
liptical polarization in the vertical plane (DOP) and corresponding
back-azimuths. This approach rejects Love waves. The DOP is a
measure of the stability of polarization over time and varies be-
tween 0 and 1, with 1 indicating a perfectly stable elliptical particle
motion in the vertical plane. We use the following thresholds for
retaining R-pol measurements: DOPmin = 0.9; cycles = 2; wlen =
4; linearity ≤ 0.3 (1 = purely linear polarization, 0 = circular po-
larization); DOPpower = 4 (controls the number of polarized signals
above threshold DOPmin); nflen = 2 (number of neighbouring fre-
quencies to average); and nfr = 512 (number of different frequency
bands within the chosen corner frequencies).

We selected regional and teleseismic earthquakes of Mw ≥ 6.0
and epicentral distances of up to 160◦ from La Réunion Island.
Earthquake locations were taken from the NEIC.

R-pol measurements were performed on three-component dis-
placement seismograms, extracted in 300 s windows starting from
predicted Rayleigh phase arrivals, assuming a 4.0 km s−1 funda-
mental phase velocity as a compromise between continental and
oceanic lithosphere (PREM model, Dziewonski & Anderson 1981).
Seismograms were low-pass filtered to decimate the data by a fac-
tor of 32 and subsequently bandpass filtered between 0.02–0.05 Hz
(20–50 s), corresponding to the long-period noise notch between
the primary and secondary microseisms (period 2–20 s) and the
long period seafloor compliance noise (period >50 s).

R-pol measurements were retained if at least 7000 single mea-
surement points from the sub-windows of the 300 s window were
obtained, all meeting the criteria stated above. Under these condi-
tions, the best estimate of event back-azimuth is determined as the
arithmetic mean of all back-azimuth values in the time window.

Fig. 4 shows a R-pol measurement of good quality, for the same
station and earthquake as in Fig. 3 (P-pol measurement). The in-
coming Rayleigh wave is clearly visible on the raw vertical seismo-
gram (Fig. 4a) and on the filtered three components (Fig. 4b). The
maximum DOP (Fig. 4c) with corresponding back-azimuth values
(Fig. 4d) provide the best estimate of event back-azimuth for this
example with BAZmeas = 57.9◦ ± 12.6◦. Using eq. (1), the station
orientation is orient = 297.6◦ ± 12.6◦ for this individual mea-
surement. Error quantifications of individual and averaged station
orientations are presented in Section 4.3.

4.3 Error calculation

Errors on individual measurements and on average station orien-
tations should be quantified in order to provide the end-user an
idea of the orientation accuracy and to compare between orienta-
tion methods. We explain our approach to calculating uncertain-
ties of individual P-pol and R-pol measurements in Section 4.3.1,
of uncertainties of averaged station orientations in Section 4.3.2,
and of uncertainties after fitting P-pol orientations via eq. (2b) in
Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Errors in individual back-azimuth measurements

To calculate errors of individual P-pol measurements, we follow the
approach of Reymond (2010) and Fontaine et al. (2009):

ER BAZmeas, Ppol = tan−1

√
ε2

ε1
· 180◦

π
, (3)

with εi the eigenvalues of the data covariance matrix in the horizon-
tal plane (Section 4.1).

Errors of individual R-pol measurements are given as standard
deviation around the arithmetic mean of the station’s single back-
azimuth estimates in the selected Rayleigh wave time window:

ER BAZmeas, Rpol =
√√√√ 1

M

M∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 , (4)

with M the number of measurement points and x the single back-
azimuth measurements.

4.3.2 Errors on averaged station orientations

Our best estimate for a station’s orientation and its uncertainty is
obtained by averaging over all N individual measurements at this
station. To conform with the present literature, we calculated both
circular mean and median averages. For our data, N ranges between
2 and 20 for P-pol, and between 3 and 60 for R-pol (Table 1).

We define the error of the circular mean as twice the angular
deviation. The angular deviation is analogous to the linear standard
deviation (Berens 2009), hence twice its value corresponds to a
95 per cent confidence interval. The equation is

ER Orientcirc mean = 2
√

2 (1 − R) · 180◦

π
, (5)

where R is the mean resultant length of the circular distribution,
defined as

R = 1

N
·

√√√√(
N∑

i = 1

cos orienti

)2

+
(

N∑
i = 1

sin orienti

)2

, (6)
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Figure 4. Example of an individual R-pol measurement at DEPAS station RR10 for the Mw = 7.7 Iran earthquake of 2013 April 16 (same event as in Fig. 3):
(a) raw trace of vertical wideband seismogram, showing the predicted P-wave onset (dashed line) and the 300 s R-pol measurement window (grey shaded box);
(b) three-component seismograms filtered between 0.02–0.05 Hz with R-pol measurement window; (c) distribution of DOP ≥ 0.9 in the time-frequency plane;
(d) corresponding signal back-azimuths in the time-frequency plane.

with N orientation angles orient. For the median, we use the scaled
median absolute deviation (SMAD) as its measure of error, similar
to Stachnik et al. (2012). The MAD is calculated as:

MAD = mediani

(∣∣orienti − median j

(
orient j

)∣∣) , (7)

with i and j iterating over the N orientation angles orient. The MAD
value is multiplied by a factor S, which depends on the data dis-
tribution. Since this is difficult to determine for our small sam-
ple sizes N, we assume a Gaussian distribution, which implies
S = 1.4826 and makes the SMAD equivalent to the standard de-

viation (Rousseeuw & Croux 1993). The equation for the error is
therefore:

ER Orientmedian = 2 · 2.4826 · MAD = 2 · SMAD (8)

which also corresponds to a 95 per cent confidence interval.
In order to prevent outliers in the R-pol measure-

ments from skewing the results, we calculated 95 per
cent confidence intervals for both the circular mean and
median, retained only observations within these intervals, and re-
calculated the circular mean and median averages and their errors
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Table 1. Horizontal sensor orientations of the 57 RHUM-RUM OBSs derived from N averaged P-wave and Rayleigh wave polarization measurements.
Orientation angles are clockwise from geographic North to the BH1 component (BH1 is 90◦ anti-clockwise from BH2, see Fig. 2). 13 stations did
not record useable data (red boxes), 4 stations showed very high noise levels (orange boxes)—see Stähler et al. (2016) for details. Grey boxed mark
INSU-IPGP stations, all other stations were provided by DEPAS or GEOMAR. P-pol yielded orientation estimates and uncertainties for 31 stations, and
estimates corrected for anisotropy and dipping discontinuities at seven stations (‘Deviation Fit’). R-pol yielded orientation estimates and uncertainties
for 40 stations. ‘C1’ indicates culled data similar to the approach of Stachnik et al. (2012), as described in Section 4.3.2.

STATION P-pol R-pol (‘C1’)

DEVIATION FIT CIRC MEAN MEDIAN CIRC MEAN MEDIAN
N (ERR) (2∗STD) (2∗SMAD) N (2∗STD) N (2∗SMAD)

RR01 5 — 342◦ (22◦) 348◦ (17◦) 7 323◦ (14◦) 5 328◦ (2◦)
RR02 — — — — — — — —
RR03 0 — — — 18 76◦ (18◦) 19 79◦ (23◦)
RR04 — — — — — — — —
RR05 0 — — — 3 45◦ (8◦) 3 45◦ (13◦)
RR06 5 — 124◦ (12◦) 123◦ (18◦) 14 124◦ (11◦) 10 122◦ (4◦)
RR07 2 — 46◦ (5◦) 46◦ (7◦) 6 48◦ (10◦) 6 48◦ (12◦)
RR08 4 — 154◦ (10◦) 154◦ (14◦) 14 161◦ (18◦) 13 156◦ (13◦)
RR09 3 — 135◦ (22◦) 133◦ (33◦) 14 125◦ (16◦) 14 124◦ (21◦)
RR10 8 — 288◦ (11◦) 286◦ (11◦) 21 286◦ (18◦) 21 287◦ (19◦)
RR11 4 — 40◦ (17◦) 39◦ (15◦) 15 43◦ (15◦) 15 44◦ (17◦)
RR12 5 — 26◦ (5◦) 26◦ (3◦) 10 27◦ (9◦) 10 26◦ (9◦)
RR13 3 — 314◦ (8◦) 315◦ (14◦) 12 315◦ (14◦) 12 314◦ (20◦)
RR14 4 — 19◦ (8◦) 18◦ (4◦) 16 15◦ (16◦) 16 15◦ (21◦)
RR15 — — — — — — — —
RR16 2 — 163◦ (10◦) 163◦ (15◦) 10 162◦ (12◦) 8 166◦ (9◦)
RR17 0 — — — 11 247◦ (9◦) 11 247◦ (9◦)
RR18 3 — 295◦ (6◦) 295◦ (6◦) 8 292◦ (21◦) 8 292◦ (26◦)
RR19 3 — 120◦ (5◦) 121◦ (2◦) 8 120◦ (18◦) 6 118◦ (7◦)
RR20 0 — — — 14 159◦ (22◦) 14 160◦ (29◦)
RR21 0 — — — 12 281◦ (10◦) 11 282◦ (10◦)
RR22 3 — 287◦ (9◦) 285◦ (8◦) 14 285◦ (15◦) 10 285◦ (7◦)
RR23 — — — — — — — —
RR24 — — — — — — — —
RR25 4 — 281◦ (6◦) 282◦ (5◦) 20 276◦ (17◦) 20 276◦ (25◦)
RR26 4 — 138◦ (6◦) 137◦ (6◦) 12 146◦ (18◦) 12 145◦ (21◦)
RR27 0 — — — 0 — 0 —
RR28 18 72◦ (4◦) 72◦ (12◦) 72◦ (12◦) 51 70◦ (20◦) 51 71◦ (22◦)
RR29 15 266◦ (4◦) 267◦ (7◦) 267◦ (8◦) 48 266◦ (13◦) 48 267◦ (15◦)
RR30 4 — 293◦ (9◦) 293◦ (10◦) 12 292◦ (13◦) 12 290◦ (15◦)
RR31 4 — 75◦ (6◦) 75◦ (6◦) 22 76◦ (17◦) 23 78◦ (24◦)
RR32 — — — — — — — —
RR33 0 — — — 0 — 0 —
RR34 8 131◦ (8◦) 131◦ (4◦) 130◦ (6◦) 39 134◦ (21◦) 36 135◦ (16◦)
RR35 — — — — — — —
RR36 18 225◦ (3◦) 227◦ (19◦) 225◦ (12◦) 60 226◦ (19◦) 56 226◦ (16◦)
RR37 0 — — — 0 — 0 —
RR38 20 314◦ (2◦) 313◦ (7◦) 314◦ (7◦) 32 314◦ (33◦) 28 320◦ (23◦)
RR39 — — — — — — — —
RR40 10 229◦ (7◦) 229◦ (21◦) 231◦ (25◦) 44 228◦ (15◦) 42 229◦ (14◦)
RR41 2 — 93◦ (10◦) 93◦ (15◦) 8 96◦ (24◦) 6 90◦ (13◦)
RR42 — — — — — — — —
RR43 0 — — — 18 104◦ (18◦) 19 104◦ (24◦)
RR44 0 — — — 7 169◦ (28◦) 6 166◦ (21◦)
RR45 0 — — — 0 — 0 —
RR46 3 — 150◦ (7◦) 150◦ (12◦) 19 139◦ (21◦) 19 139◦ (21◦)
RR47 0 — — — 10 124◦ (15◦) 9 129◦ (10◦)
RR48 0 — — — 10 55◦ (11◦) 10 55◦ (11◦)
RR49 — — — — — — — —
RR50 11 350◦ (13◦) 348◦ (9◦) 348◦ (12◦) 22 348◦ (16◦) 20 350◦ (14◦)
RR51 — — — — — — — —
RR52 6 — 29◦ (10◦) 29◦ (7◦) 27 29◦ (17◦) 27 28◦ (23◦)
RR53 8 — 99◦ (11◦) 101◦ (8◦) 28 99◦ (18◦) 25 97◦ (13◦)
RR54 — — — — — — — —
RR55 4 — 251◦ (15◦) 250◦ (14◦) 16 253◦ (19◦) 17 256◦ (25◦)
RR56 4 — 340◦ (13◦) 338◦ (14◦) 13 338◦ (13◦) 13 338◦ (21◦)
RR57 — — — — — — — —
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on the retained data. This procedure is equivalent to the ‘C1’ data
culling of Stachnik et al. (2012).

4.3.3 Errors in anisotropy-fitted P-pol orientations

For seven stations providing a large enough number of data
(N ≥ 8) with a wide enough back-azimuthal coverage (at least three
quadrants), the observed P-pol measurements were fit to a curve
taking into account the presence of seismic anisotropy and dipping
discontinuities beneath the station (eq. 2b). We used gnuplot 5.0
(Williams & Kelley 2015) to perform the fittings. As explained by
Young (2015, p. 62), the asymptotic standard error fits estimated
by gnuplot must be divided by the square root of chi-squared per
degree of freedom (called FIT STDFIT in gnuplot) to obtain the
true error. The resulting fitting curves drastically reduce the error
of polarization measurements and therefore provide more accurate
sensor orientations. For example, for station RR28 where N = 18,
the error obtained from the curve fitting (4◦) is three times smaller
than the errors of the circular mean (12◦) or median (12◦) (Fig. 5).

5 R E S U LT S

Exemplary for INSU-IPGP station RR28, the individual back-
azimuth measurements and their errors are illustrated as a function
of the expected back-azimuths in Figs 5 (P-pol) and 6 (R-pol). Av-
eraged orientation estimates for each OBS and their errors were
obtained for 40 out of 57 OBSs and are summarized in Table 1.
For 13 OBSs we could not determine orientations due to instrument
failures (Table 1, in red); on four other OBSs, data were too noisy
to obtain reliable measurements of either P-pol or R-pol (Table 1, in
orange). Orientation results of the P-pol and R-pol methods are in
good agreement, with a maximum difference of 20◦ (RR01, Fig. 7a).
Comparing the two methods to each other, the orientations differ
in average by 3.1◦ and 3.7◦ for circular mean and median statistics,
respectively. OBS orientations are evenly distributed over the range

of possible azimuths (Fig. 7b, for R-pol), as might be expected for
free-fall instruments dropped from a ship.

5.1 P-pol orientations

197 individual P-pol measurements, based on 48 earthquakes,
yielded sensor orientation estimates for 31 stations. Signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) of individual events ranged from 15 to 1603, averag-
ing around 100. More than 75 per cent of the P-pol measurements
were optimal in the frequency band of 0.07–0.10 Hz (10–14 s of
period). Individual P-pol errors (eq. 3) are typically smaller than
10◦. Uncertainties for the circular mean and median (eqs 5 and 8,
95 per cent confidence intervals) average 11◦ for all stations and
both statistics, with a maximum error of 33◦ at RR09 (Table 1).

We obtained P-pol fits for underlying seismic anisotropy and
dipping discontinuities at seven stations using eq. (2b) (Table 1,
‘Deviation Fit’ column), with a minimum error of 2◦ at RR38, a
maximum error of 13◦ at RR50, and an average uncertainty of only
6◦. These anisotropy-fit OBS orientations are the most accurate ones
established in this study.

5.2 R-pol orientations

749 individual R-pol measurements, based on 110 earthquakes,
yielded sensor orientations for 40 stations. DOP, the degree of el-
liptical polarization in the vertical plane, averages 0.97 over all mea-
surements. Errors of individual R-pol measurements (eq. 4) range
typically between 10◦ and 25◦, but can be as high as 50◦, probably
due to seismic anisotropy, ray-bending effects and interference with
ambient noise Rayleigh waves. We integrated all measurements
into our analysis, regardless of their individual errors. Rejecting
measurements with errors of individual back-azimuth estimates
larger than 25◦ did not change the averaged orientations, but
decreased their circular mean and median errors (eqs 5 and 8, 95
per cent confidence intervals) by up to 10◦. Nevertheless, we chose
to use as many measurements as available to calculate the average

Figure 5. Summary of N = 18 P-wave polarization (P-pol) measurements obtained for INSU-IPGP station RR28 in the (optimal) frequency passband of
0.07–0.10 Hz. Red dots = individual orientation estimates (eq. 1) over the expected back-azimuths; red bars = errors of individual P-pol estimates (eq. 3);
solid black line = circular mean of the N measurements; dashed black line = circular median of the N measurements; dashed cyan line = sinusoidal correction
for anisotropy and dipping discontinuities beneath the station (eq. 2b); solid cyan line = constant A1 (eq. 2b), which is our best estimate of sensor orientation;
grey box shows = 95 per cent confidence interval of median orientation (eq. 8), cyan box = error interval of sensor orientation A1.
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Figure 6. Summary of N = 51 Rayleigh wave polarization (R-pol) measurements for INSU-IPGP station RR28 in the frequency passband of 0.02–0.05 Hz.
Red dots = individual orientations estimates (eq. 1) over the expected back-azimuths; red bars = errors of individual R-pol estimates (eq. 4); solid black line
= circular mean of the N measurements; dashed black line = median; grey box = 95 per cent confidence interval of median orientation (eq. 8). ‘C1’ indicates
that shown data are culled, as specified in Section 4.3.2.

a Nb

RR01

Figure 7. Overall OBS orientation results (median values). (a) Orientations obtained from P-pol versus R-pol. Centres of blue crosses = estimates for 31 OBS
where medians could be obtained for both P-pol and R-pol; blue crosses = errors (95 per cent confidence intervals, eq. 8); black line indicates identical P-pol
and R-pol orientations. ‘RR01’ indicates station RR01, the only station whose value + error does not fall on this line. Centres of red crosses = A1 values
of P-pol curve fits (eq. 2b) versus R-pol medians; red crosses = their 95 per cent confidence intervals and gnuplot fit errors, respectively. (b) Blue dots =
horizontal orientations of all 40 BH1 components with respect to geographic North, obtained from R-pol.

R-pol OBS orientations. Errors for the circular mean and median
average 16◦ for both statistics, with a maximum error of 33◦ at
RR38 (Table 1).

6 D I S C U S S I O N

Our results show good agreement between the P-pol and R-pol
methods (Fig. 7a). The P-pol method usually delivers more accu-
rate sensor orientations, particularly for the seven stations where we
could fit for the orientation deviations caused by seismic anisotropy
and dipping discontinuities beneath the stations (Schulte-Pelkum

et al. 2001; eq. 2b). The best period range for this P-pol analysis
was 10–14 s, which corresponds to P wavelengths ranging 80 to
110 km, suggesting a dominant mantle signature in the polarization
deviations. This suggestion is supported by the fact that the crust
is (almost) absent along Mid-Ocean Ridges, with oceanic crustal
thicknesses in the Indian Ocean ranging 6–10 km excluding possi-
ble underplated layer, or up to 28 km including a possible under-
plated layer (Fontaine et al. 2015). The good agreement between the
anisotropy-fit P-pol and R-pol (with Rayleigh waves of period 20–
50 s being most sensitive to shear-velocity variations with depth)
further supports the suggestion that the obtained orientations are
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not significantly biased by seismic anisotropy and heterogeneities
originating at crustal levels.

Uncertainties are larger for P-pol and R-pol than for the
anisotropy-corrected P-pol estimates, but the orientations provided
by these three algorithms are fully consistent. The obtained circu-
lar mean and median orientations do not appear to be significantly
biased by underlying seismic anisotropy and dipping discontinu-
ities. We find that 8 is a reasonable minimum number of good
quality P-pol measurements required (if obtained in at least three
back-azimuth quadrants) to obtain sensor orientations with stable
uncertainties, which is close to the value of 10 proposed by Wang
et al. (2016).

In contrast to P-wave polarizations, where deviations can be
quantified and explained by seismic anisotropy and dipping dis-
continuities within the last wavelength beneath the sensor (Schulte-
Pelkum et al. 2001), the quantitative effects of those factors on
Rayleigh waves are much more complex. For example, for tele-
seismic Rayleigh waves of periods of 20–50 s (as used for our
R-pol analysis), Pettersen & Maupin (2002) observed polarization
anomalies of several degrees in the vicinity of the Kerguelen hotspot
in the Indian Ocean. These anomalies decreased at increasing pe-
riod and cannot be explained by geometrical structures; instead,
the authors suggested seismic anisotropy located in the lithosphere
north of the Kerguelen plateau. However, in light of the good agree-
ment between our P-pol and R-pol measurements that featured good
azimuthal coverage (Figs 5 and 6), we conclude that simply aver-
aging the R-pol measurements for sensor orientations gives valid
results, even without inverting them for local and regional
anisotropy patterns. By simply averaging the orientations in the
potentially complex case of Rayleigh wave polarizations, it is not
surprising that the stations’ averaged orientation error is slightly
higher for R-pol (16◦) than for P-pol (11◦). For R-pol, one might be
able to decrease the orientation errors by analysing the large-scale
anisotropic pattern using for example SKS splitting measurements,
by applying stricter criteria on individual R-pol measurements (e.g.
cycles > 2), and/or by analysing the signals in more selective period
ranges (compared to 20–50 s).

The number of individual measurements that we performed in
this study is usually smaller for P-pol than for R-pol due to lower
signal amplitudes of P-waves compared to Rayleigh waves, espe-
cially for ocean-bottom instruments recording in relatively high
ambient noise. For 9 out of 44 stations we were able to quantify
station misorientations only via R-pol, confirming the advantage of
attempting both of these two independent orientation methods.

Based on a composite French-German ocean-bottom seismome-
ter (OBS) network, the RHUM-RUM experiment enabled the com-
parison of DEPAS/GEOMAR and INSU-IPGP stations. We ob-
tained up to four times more P-pol and two times more R-pol
measurements on the broad-band INSU-IPGP stations than on the
wideband DEPAS/GEOMAR seismometers. Despite this differ-
ence, the final uncertainties are rather similar for both sensor types.
The significantly lower numbers of P-pol and R-pol measurements
on the DEPAS and GEOMAR OBS are due to their significantly
higher self-noise levels at periods >10 s, especially on horizontal
components (Stähler et al. 2016), as compared to the INSU-IPGP
instruments.

Attempting to orient OBS may also help diagnose instrumental
troubles. For example, for several stations, P-pol and R-pol ori-
entations were found to vary within unexpectedly large ranges and
with anomalous patterns, despite waveform data of apparently good
quality and despite good success for our routine at all other stations.
This enabled the diagnosis of swapped horizontal components at the

problematic stations as the cause for the aberrant observations. A
detailed explanation of this and other problems is provided in the
Supporting Information.

Computation algorithms for P-pol and R-pol are automated, each
requiring about 90 minutes of execution time per station on a desk-
top computer. For P-pol, however, a visual check of the resulting
strength of polarization is required.

7 C O N C LU S I O N S

This work presents two independent, automated methods for de-
termining the absolute horizontal sensor misorientations of seis-
mometers, based on estimates of back-azimuths of teleseismic and
regional earthquakes, determined from 3-D particle motions of (1)
P-waves and (2) Rayleigh waves.

The P-wave measurements followed the approach of Schulte-
Pelkum et al. (2001) and Fontaine et al. (2009) and are based on
principal component analyses of the three seismic components in
nine different frequency passbands, allowing one to test the mea-
surement stability as a function of the signal’s dominant frequency
content. We show that if 8 or more individual measurements at a
given station are available within at least 3 back-azimuthal quad-
rants, the stations’ orientation can be corrected for the underlying
seismic anisotropy and dipping discontinuities beneath the station.
For Rayleigh waves, we determined the stability of the elliptical par-
ticle motion in the vertical plane using a time-frequency approach
(Schimmel & Gallart 2004; Schimmel et al. 2011).

We applied both methods to the 44 functioning ocean-bottom
seismometers (OBS) of the RHUM-RUM project around La
Réunion Island in the Indian Ocean. We successfully oriented 31
OBS from P-polarizations and 40 OBS from Rayleigh polarizations.
Averaged P-pol and R-pol orientation estimates are fully consistent
within their respective error bars. The P-pol method may be as
accurate as 6◦ on average when taking into account sub-sensor seis-
mic anisotropy and dipping discontinuities, demonstrating a strong
potential for this approach to simultaneously determine sensor ori-
entation and underlying upper mantle anisotropy.

Although R-pol is intrinsically less accurate than P-pol in ori-
enting OBS, the larger number of Rayleigh waves available during
a temporary experiment allows the determination of orientation at
sites where P-pol may fail.

We demonstrate that the two orientation methods work reliably,
independently, and provide consistent results, even though the ap-
plication to the RHUM-RUM data set was challenging due to (i)
the short duration of data (as little as 6 months for some sites that
did not record throughout the deployment); (ii) the high self-noise
levels on the horizontal components of most of the instruments (DE-
PAS/GEOMAR type); and (iii) the variety of geodynamic and geo-
logical conditions at the deployment sites, such as rocky basement
on ultraslow versus fast spreading Mid-Ocean Ridges, thick sedi-
mentary covers around La Réunion Island (up to 1000 m, Whittaker
et al. 2013), and potential plume-lithosphere and plume-ridge inter-
actions; all likely to cause complex patterns of seismic anisotropy
and distorted wavepaths. Successfully demonstrated under chal-
lenging deep-sea conditions, these two methods could equally help
to determining accurate misorientations of land stations.
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S U P P O RT I N G I N F O R M AT I O N

Supplementary data are available at GJIRAS online.

Table summarizing the RHUM-RUM OBS locations and character-
istics.
List of individual P-pol and R-pol measurements used to orient the
OBS.
Detailed version of data problems recognized by orienting the OBS.
Figure A. Component labelling after raw-to-seed data conversion
(INSU-IPGP right-handed system; DEPAS/GEOMAR left-handed
system), and convention as defined by GSN (Global Seismographic
Network) (left-handed system).
Figure B. Individual R-pol orientation measurements for DEPAS
station RR10, based on swapped horizontal components (top) and
correctly assigned horizontal components (bottom). One obtains
many more measurements in the correct case. For ‘C1’ data culling,
refer to paper.
Figure C. Individual R-pol orientation measurements for INSU-
IPGP station RR29, based on swapped horizontal components (top)
and correctly assigned horizontal components (bottom). One ob-
tains many more measurements in the correct case. For ‘C1’ data
culling, refer to paper.
Figure D. Individual P-pol (top) and R-pol (bottom) orienta-
tion measurements for GEOMAR station RR53 with components
‘1’ and ‘Z’ being swapped (GSN frame). Each method delivers a
self-consistent average OBS orientation (for P-pol more scattering

is observed, but could be reasonably explained by lower signal-to-
noise ratios), however, comparing the two methods suggests a 180◦

discrepancy, induced by a P-waveform polarity inversion. Checking
the P-pol measurements for this 180◦ ambiguity, we found unsolv-
able contradictions of waveform polarities in both the horizontal
and vertical components, suggesting a severe data problem.
Figure E. Individual P-pol (top) and R-pol (bottom) orientation
measurements for GEOMAR station RR53 with correctly assigned
components. Compared to the swapped case (Fig. D), we find P-
pol and R-pol to deliver many more individual measurements that
scatter less, and averaged OBS orientations of good agreement. No
180◦ ambiguity contradictions for the P-waves remain.
Figure F. R-pol OBS orientations estimates (dots) obtained for
noisy GEOMAR station RR33 (top) and good-quality INSU-IPGP
station RR29 (bottom). Measurements are shown in dependence
of counts, and were defined as ‘individual’ and thus retained, if
counts ≥ 7000 (vertical black line, see paper). For both stations,
we found an ample amount of measurements that do not pass
that criterion; these rejected measurements show no convergence
of orientations for noisy RR33, but a clear convergence for good
quality station RR29, suggesting a significant higher noise level
at RR33. For RR29, an accurate OBS orientation can be averaged
for measurements with counts ≥ 7000. Dot colours refer to earth-
quake depths and show that they had no significant influence on our
statistics.
Table S1. Station information for all 57 free-fall ocean-bottom seis-
mometers (OBSs) used in the RHUM-RUM project. 13 stations did
not record (red boxes), and 4 stations were too noisy to estimate
sensor orientations using either P-wave or Rayleigh wave polar-
izations (orange boxes) (Stähler et al. 2016). Abbreviation “gz” in
the status column refers to the “glitch” on the vertical component
of INSU-IPGP seismograms. The “glitch” is a characteristic, com-
plex pulse shape of roughly 1200 s duration occurring every 3620 s
(Stähler et al. 2016). They did not affect our orientation measure-
ments, but are mentioned for completeness only. OBS types: DE-
PAS and GEOMAR are of the LOBSTER type, INSU-IPGP are of
the LCPO2000-BBOBS type. For details on station failures, noise
levels, OBS types and data records, see Stähler et al. (2016).
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